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INTRODUCTION

ANL recently participated in a review of the RETRAN02/M0D02 code to determine the

range of accuracy, the reliability and the reproducibility of results obtained with

the code for Chapter 15 non LOCA system transients for both pressurized water reac-

tors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs). This paper summarizes the technical

aspects of that review. For comprehensiveness the review was divided into three

parts; the model development was examined, the code verification efforts were in-

spected and the cede qualification work was assessed. As the inspection of the code

verification work was treated elsewhere it will not be further discussed in this

paper. For the model development examination it was necessary to assure that the

assumptions and approximations used in the models were physically consistent and

appropriate; that the analytical equations developed were correct; that the proper-

ties and correlations were being used in the range of the original data base and

were of an appropriate range of accuracy; and that the numerical equations developed

did correspond in the limit to the analytical models. The scope of the analytical

model development examination included a review of the field equations, both neu-

tronic and thermal hydraulic; the material properties and neutronic data; heat

transfer and friction correlations; critical flow models; special models such as the

tranport delay model; stand alone component models and the automatic initialization

••*&*_ procedure. The scope of the numerical model development examination concentrated on

U U the consistency between the analytical models and the numerical equations. The

> ^ ^ model development examination part of the review is based on the model descriptions

contained in the report EPRI-NP-1850-CCM (j_) Volume 1 and the change pages of at-

tachment 1 of Ref. (_3_). For the assessment of the code qualification work it was

necessary to assure the code applicability and determine the sensitivity. The scope

of the code qualification work assessment included a review of: separate effects

experiments; system effects tests; and comparisons against actual plant data. The

Work performed under the auspices of the USNRC Division of Systems Integration,
Office of Nuc]ear Reactor Regulation.
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assessment of the code qualification work is based on the calculations detailed in

the companion volume, volume 4 of the EPRI report, EPRI NP-1850-CCM (2).

1. REVIEW OF ANALYTICAL MODELS

A detailed review of the major models in RETRAN02/M0D02 is presented next. The

review details the approximations and assumptions made for each model and discusses

the significance of each of these in view of the separate effects qualification work

provided. The systems qualification work is evaluated in Section 2.

FIELD EQUATIONS

Neutronics Model

The zero dimensional option uses the well known source free point kinetics equations

with provision made for direct heating of the moderator. Core radiative losses are

neglected. Reactivity feedback from fuel temperature (Doppler) and moderator temp-

erature or density is permitted. Reactivity contributions from control movement and

boron concentration can be included as part of the input function of time but there

is no explicit boron transport model. However, there is a subcooled void model

which will account for the contribution of subcooled boiling to the moderator reac-

tivity. The point kinetics model used by RETRANC2/M0D02 is satisfactory with re-

spect to the equations and reactivity feedback models.

Provision is also made for a one dimensional two group source free space time dif-

fusion theory kinetics option. Axial space time shape effects can then be simu-

lated. Coupling to the thermal/hydraulics, and consequently leading to feedback

effects, occurs through the use of cross sections which are specified as polynomial

fits of normalized region density, average fuel temperature and average moderator

temperature for each neutronic region, energy group and control state. This is an

orthodox approach. The one dimensional two group space time diffusion kinetics

model used by RETRA. "2/M0D02 is satisfactory with respect to the equations and

reactivity feedback model.

The implications of the assumptions made are that; initial conditions with zero

fission power cannot be simulated by the kinetics; the neutronic models should not

be started from subcritical or with zero fission power without further justifica-

tion; the space time option assumes an initially critical system; multidimensional

neutronic space time effects cannot be simulated; provision for a boron transport

model will have to be the responsibility of the user.
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Coupled to the kinetics equation are decay heat equations that are similar in form

to those used for computing the delayed neutron precursors. The formalism used is

satisfactory and the decay constants utilized are fits to the ANS 1971 Standards

data. The exponential fits are identical to those used in RELAP4/M0D5 (_4_) and are

within, in general, a few percent of the 1971 ANS Standard for an infinite operating

time core. The contribution of the actinides, ^ U g 2 and Np g 3 is modelled separ-

ately from the 11 group formulation. The radioactive decay model used is the NRC

Branch Technical Position APCSB 9-2 (11/24/75) model which has a number of constants

differing from those of the 1979 ANS Standards by several percent.

Thermal Hydraulics

Thermal hydraulic conditions for the homogenized two phase fluid flow are calculated

assuming equilibrium thermodynamics and one of the following options for the slip;

homogeneous model, algebraic slip (drift flux) model or the dynamic slip model. The

dynamic slip model is essentially the momentum equations of two fluid models. The

one nonequilibrium phenomenon which can be modelled is subcooled boiling, but this

is a stand alone model which feeds into the neutronics and does not affect the

thermal hydraulics field equations. There is also a standalone nonequilibrium

pressurizer. For all the slip options, the equations used attempt to include two

dimensional vector momentum effects. What is done is to attempt to describe the

various momentum cell momentum fluxes vectorially in the mixture momentum balance

equation and thus simulate some of the geometrical effects of complicated geome-

tries. The model should not be expected to simulate mixing in the best estimate

mode. For the slip equations, the drift flux option gives no explicit vector infor-

mation for the relative velocity. While no separate effects qualification compari-

sons against data have been submitted, BWR plant comparisons using the vector momen-

tum model have been made available.

For the HEM (homogeneous equilibrium model) option the following terms are included

in the mixture momentum balance; inertia, momentum flux, pressure differentials,

gravity, wall friction and terms for expansion/contraction losses (form losses).

Viscous transport is disregarded as it is normally of little importance. The terms

for form losses are derived on the assumption of steady state incompressible flow

though the area change. A pump head term is included for the case of a pump junc-

tion. The mixture balance equation for the total energy includes: transport terms

for the convection of enthalpy, kinetic energy and potential energy; transient terms

for the internal and kinetic energy. It neglects the potential energy transient

term which should be minor. Source terms are present for heat transfer and pump/



turbine work. The HEM equations used are similar to those utilized in the RELAP4

series(4_) and are standard.

In the case of the two "non-zero slip" slip options available, drift flux and dy-

namic slip, the analytical point balance equations used for both options are all

local volume averaged equations derived using current techniques. Furthermore they

are macroscopically averaged over the channel cross sectional area which means that

channel profile effects have to be accounted for in covariance terms. This is where

further approximations are being made. With the current state of the art there does

not appear to be a consensus about the importance of terms brought about by the

local volume averaging and the channel cross-section averaging processes.

For the drift flux option the mixture mass balance is identical to that of the HEM

option while the energy balance differs only in the addition of a term for the

transient slip kinetic energy and modifications to the transport terms for enthalpy

and kinetic energy. The mixture momentum equation differs from the HEM counterpart

in that there are additional terms for the slip contribution to the momentum flux

and to the area change formula. The area change terms are derived for a restricted

set of circumstances. The individual phase momentum equations from which the mix-

ture equation is derived contain terms for the pressure drop, wall and interphase

friction, gravity, interphase momentum transfer due to mass transfer and an approxi-

mate virtual mass force. In deriving the mixture balance equation from these separ-

ate phase equations, it is assumed, as is standard, that the net interphase momentum

transfer induced by mass transfer and the net interphase momentum transfer induced

by interphase friction are zero. Terms relating to the various covariances are all

neglected. This means that cross sectional profile effects are assumed to be unim-

portant. The same comment about the treatment of profile effects can be made re-

garding the mixture energy balance equation. The final equation, the equation for

the relative velocity, is the standard drift flux relationship (_5) but it uses a

modified version of the EPRI recommended correlations based on Lellouche's (6) work

for the distribution coefficient Co and the local drift velocity V_-. The modifica-

tion chiefly takes the form of neglecting the Reynolds number dependence of a para-

meter for Co and using the model I form (6) for Vgj instead of the EPRI recommended

-lOdel II form {6). The use of a correlation implies that extrapolation from condi-

tions of the database could be limited particularly since the EPRI correlation is a

flow regime independent correlation. It is basically calibrated using nonequili-

brium 5 and 6 equation sets to the FRIGG tests {7) which are for typical BWR condi-

tions. While the model comparison/calibration against the FRIGG steady state void

fraction data is within ±10% in the high void range and within a factor of two in



the low void range for the nonequilibrium 5/6 equation set it is not evident that

the same fit will be obtained for the equilibrium 4 equation set. Separate effects

qualification work which compare the equilibrium 4 equation set RETRAN drift flux

model to FRIGG tests for conditions and geometries typical of a BWR were not pre-

sented. Transient data for comparison purpose appear generally unavailable.

The set of thermal hydraulic equations for the dynamic slip option differ from the

drift flux set only in the equation used to solve for the relative velocity. The

relative velocity equation approximates the virtual mass force by the temporal

derivative; neglects other interphasial forces such as the Basset force and assumes

that the interfacial phase transfer velocity is equal to the local phase velocity.

The transient relative velocity is then determined by wall and interphase drag,

gravity, pressure, an "approximate" virtual mass force and the appropriate phase

momentum flux. There is no form loss term. As with the drift flux option profile

effects are assumed to be negligible. Ishii (J3) has, however, pointed out that

there is a profile effect which is of some importance. This is in the formulation

of the interphase drag where the relative velocity used, a simple area average of

the local relative velocity, is not simply the difference between the respective

center of mass velocities. To relate it to the center of mass velocities requires

the use of profile weighting factors. This profile effect has been shown to

influence the void distribution significantly in the low void range (_9).

RETRANO2/M0DQ2 may have mitigated this effect by the use of an independent special

purpose subcooled void profile model which should produce most of the distribution

in the low void range. In any case, as will be discussed later, there are

significant uncertainties in the constitutive equations (as well as conceptual

questions) required for the interfacial transfer terms used in "two fluid" formula-

tions (j[,_9_,_10). Steady state, let alone transient and developing flow, data is

generally limited. The separate/system effects tests presented were comparisons,

using the dynamic slip model in conjunction with the subcooled void model, against

FRIGG data which was the database originally used in the derivation of the subcooled

void model. These show that for steady state conditions, approximately those of

BWRs, the dynamic slip model is capable of estimating the void fractions (~ within

10%) in the high void range. There appears to be a systematic bias in over-

predicting the void fraction which may be due to the neglect of Ishii's effect. The

subcooled model does not do as well in the low void range (~ within factor of

two).



MATERIAL PROPERTIES/NEUTRONIC DATA

The applicability of the hardwired neutronics data used was previously discussed.

The thermodynamic properties of water have been approximated with polynomials. ANL

has spot checked these approximations with steam table data (12_) and has concluded

that in general the polynomial fits are quite good in the subcritical region.

However there are places where the results are relatively less satisfactory in

comparison with the overall agreement. For the saturated liquid and saturated vapor

enthalpies, the sampled accuracy ranged from 0.1% to a couple of percent. This

accuracy band is also typical of the polynomial approximations, for temperature as a

function of pressure and enthalpy and specific volume as a function of pressure and

enthlapy. Close to the critical point errors of 5% have been sampled. The trans-

port properties of water, thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity, and surface

tension are accurate to within a few percent of data in the temperature and pressure

range of interest.

HEAT TRANSFER/FRICTION CORRELATIONS

Apart from one condensation coefficient and a number of containment heat transfer

coefficients (which are not reviewed here as the containment is outside the scope of

the reactor system), the heat transfer is based upon the boiling curve with two heat

transfer options. The first option is the forced convection (default) option. The

name is a misnomer as the correlations used in this option are not exclusively for

forced convection conditions. The heat transfer correlation are all forced convec-

tion models with the exception of those in the transition and film boiling regions

where forced convection correlations or pool boiling correlations are used depending

upon the mass flux. The second option is the combination heat transfer option.

This uses the forced convection correlations from the default option in combination

with a set of natural convection heat transfer correlations and a condensing heat

transfer correlation. The RETRAN heat transfer correlations, for both options,

while not current state of the art have been used in codes such as RELAP4. Although

reflood heat transfer (quenching phenomena, etc.) is discussed in the manual, the

heat transfer package has no reflood/rewet correlations. Proceeding up the boiling

curve, it should be noted that the Dougall and Rohsenow correlation, developed for

the flow film boil trig regime, is based on low pressure data, 2 to 9 psia, which is

substantially lower than the proposed region of application (1000 psia). The

Berenson correlation used is a modified version of the original Berenson proposal.

As originally intended, the average values of the vapor properties required in the

correlation should be evaluated at the average film temperature which is the mean

value of the wall minimum temperature and the liquid water temperature. The corre-



lation is modified so that all the required vapor properties are evaluated at the
saturated condition instead of at the average film temperature as Berenson orig-
inally proposed. The Bromley correlation has been similarly modified. Furthermore,
the Berenson correlation which is used to predict the heat transfer near the minimum
in the film boiling regime is based upon pool boiling phenomena. The CHF correla-
tions used are not current vendor state of the art, but they have been used in codes
such as RELAP4 (_4), No attempt is made to correct for details such as nonuniform
axial heat flux as these correlations are used for heat transfer regime switching
purposes only for a core "average" calculation.

While the experimental database for these heat transfer correlations, in general,
fall in the approximate range of operational transient conditions for PWR and BWR
systems the correspondence is not exact. A series of "stand alone" steady state
tests have been presented which while not component scale are laboratory scale
separate effects comparisons. The Bennett round tube tests are at approximately
appropriate BWR and PWR steam generator conditions (1000 psi) and the comparison
shows that the pre-CHF region wall temperature is within experimental data scat-
ter. However, CHF and the post-CHF wall temperatures are off noticeably. The
Bennett annul us data is at very low pressures (atmospheric) but it does test out the
annular regime when the forced convection vaporization dominate. Agreement is
good. However, no information is presented regarding the choice of slip option.
Comparisons are also presented with the Schrock-Grossmann round tube data (~ low
pressures) but this is of less value as this was the database for the forced convec-
tion vaporization correlation used. What is important is that in inspite of this
the dynamic slip option does poorly. The HEM does much better and in many cases is
within experimental scatter. The hydraulics with its choice of friction correla-
tions and flow regime map has interacted with the thermal part and it appears that
the dynamic slip correlations/maps have significant uncertainty. This will be dis-
cussed further when the friction correlations are addressed. No algebraic slip
calculation was performed for these experiments. For operational transients where
the heat transfer is dominated by the pre-CHF region these steady state separate
effect tests while not component scale, indicate that the heat transfer correlations
used should yield a reasonable estimate. Restriction of the use of the heat trans-
fer package to such a region would render the approximations and limitations dis-
cussed above moot. Transient separate effects comparisons however are unavailable.

The wall-to-phase friction factor utilize standard classical correlations. Addi-
tionally, simplified formulas are provided for calculating the wetted wall area per
unit volume for the dispersed flow and for the annular flow regime. Standard form



loss coefficients are taken from Idel'Chik. Three options have been provided for

the two-phase friction factor multiplier used for the wall drag. These are the

homogeneous correlation, the Baroczy and the Beattie correlations. The homogeneous

correlation is the classical model but the Baroczy model used in the code is a

modification of the original model made by Idaho Nuclear Corporation (_13_). The

correlations required for the interphase coupling, interphase friction factors;

interfacial areas; and the virtual mass term, are all correlations with considerable

uncertainties as this is a state of the art area. There are considerable difficul-

ties in measurement and there are still conceptual auestions. In this respect

RETRAN is not uniquely different from the other large system codes. This renders

the qualification work, particularly, the separate effects tests, very important to

the evaluation of these models.

Finally, in order to complete the dynamic slip model, the Bennett flow regime map

was selected. This is an empirical map founded on a limited experimental data base

and furthermore is one which uses dimensional quantities as coordinates. Applica-

tion to flow conditions outside the data base is very questionable. Flow regime

criteria, based on the volumetric fluxes or mass fluxes alone, may not be consistent

with the two-fluid model formulation. In addition, as used in RETRAN02/M0D02 the

Bennett map is assumed to be made independent of pressure by the conversion of the

thermodynamic quality to the vapor volume fraction. It is unlikely that the conver-

sion process from thermodynamic quality to vapor volume fraction would be inde-

pendent of pressure. This modified Bennett map should be limited to the flow condi-

tions of the data base.

Comparisons have been presented against steady state pressure drop data for both

adiabatic and diabatic situations. The adiabatic data is the Ferell-McGee data (low

pressures) which is compared to the dynamic slip option in combination with the

Baroczy multiplier. No void fraction comparisons are presented but the pressure

drop data shows reasonable agreement for low and intermediate qualities except

possibly at area changes. Form losses need to be calibrated against specific pres-

sure data. The diabatic data are the Bennett annuli data and the Schrock-Grossman

round tube data discussed previously for the heat transfer correlations. The

Baroczy multiplier and the HEM predict the pressure drop well in general but as

noted earlier the dynamic slip performs poorly for the Shrock-Grossman tests. The

pressure drop can be off by factors of two or three. No void comparisons are avail-

able so it is difficult to determine which correlation or map is responsible. The

void profile comparisons against the FRIGG tests discussed previously, indicated an

agreement to within 10% in the high void range. No comparisons have been presented

for the algebraic slip option and there are generally no transient comparisons.



COMPONENTS MODELS

Pressurizer

The pressurizer model is a two region ("vapor" and "liquid") non-equilibrium model

with each region possibly being two phase. The presence of two phase conditions in

both regions will however force equilibrium. There is no thermal stratification in

the liquid region as flow detail within the component cannot be simulated. Inter-

region mass and energy transfer processes modelled are: bulk rain out, and bulk

flashing, interphase surface heat transfer induced condensation or evaporation and

the deposition of pressurizer spray plus accompanying condensate. The bulk flashing

model uses concepts and approximations from the bubble rise model. The rainout

model assumes a constant and uniform rainout velocity for all the liquid in the

"vapor" region. The pressurizer spray model has two options for the interregion

mass transfer: either all the spray liquid plus condensate is deposited as satu-

rated liquid in the liquid region or it is assumed to be 100% homogenized instanta-

neously into the vapor region. There is no heat transfer delay. Boundary condi-

tions include a one time constant heater model but there is no heat loss to either

metal or surroundings as the pressurizer fluid boundary is assumed to be adia-

batic. Insurges may therefore produce overestimates of pressures. The pressurizer

volume conditions are solved for using the field equations for the total mass, total

energy and momentum as for a bubble rise volume. There is an inconsistency between

the field energy and the two region energy equations due to the different treatments

of the transient kinetic energy so there will be a drift in the total energy but it

should be small. Component scale comparisons with Shippingport pressurizer tests

which cycle through both insurging and outsurging have been provided. The limited

information presented indicates that a significant amount of data was unavailable on

both the actual pressurizer control system and the surge line flow. The surge flow

was adjusted in some manner in order to match the level and the temporal behavior of

the pressure followed, relatively speaking, the data. There is a need to compare

the model against data for situations when the pressurizer either goes solid or

completely empties.

Separator

This is a nonmechanistic model and uses the two region nonequil ibrium formulation of

the prassurizer model. No slip is allowed at the recirculation and steam outlet and

there is no utilization of a bubble rise model as the separation is due to centri-

fugal forces rather than gravity. For forward inlet flow, a quasi static approach is

followed utilizing the steady state carryover and carryunder curves with steady

state mass and energy balances to determine the interregion transfer term. The



separation curves are functions of inlet flowing quality and upper downcomer mixture

level but not of flow rate. The default data used is from GE BWR6 work and is

utilized in the form of shape functions normalized to design conditions. This

quasistatic approach to the interregion transfer is dropped upon inlet flow reversal

and at the user option the pressurizer rainout model and interregion heat transfer

model can be substituted. The only effect flow reversal at the recirculation and

steam exit has is upon the choice of donor volume for junction properties. No

transient and reverse flow data comparisons are available. ANL believes that tran-

sients have to be quite severe before the nonmechanistic quasistatic approach breaks

down as typical steady state flow times through the separator are ~ few tenths of a

second. However, it would be prudent to avoid the reverse flow situations. The

model should be limited to the normal quadrant and the default data to GE BWR 6's.

Jet Pump

To obtain the two stream "mixing" effect a separate equation, the steady state

momentum balance, is used to compute the pressure distribution across a fictitious

mixing plane to obtain the momentum/pressure transfer for the forward flow regime.

The approximate "mixing pressure" head so obtained is added to the field momentum

equations as a separate pressure head. The actual jet pump modelling in terms of

volumes and junctions with the use of the two stream mixing option is at the user's

discretion. The derivation presented for the "mixing pressure" head, however does

not justify the formulation used in the off normal operation quadrants. It is

conceptually unclear that the model is equally valid for all modes of reverse flow

with more complicated pressure distributions. TVA work for the Browns Ferry Unit 3

startup tests has been provided. Good agreement was achieved for the M/N curve

(flow ratio vs head ratio) in the forward regime. For reverse flow the agreement

with transient data is worse and may be due to the conceptual formulation. The jet

pump model should be limited to the forward flow quadrant.

SPECIAL PURPOSE MODELS

Subcooled Void

This model has no direct effect on the thermal hydraulic field equations and is used

solely to calculate the neutronic feedback from the subcooled boiling region

voids. It is not the EPRI mechanistic model referenced in EPRI-NP-2246-SR (6) but

is a profile fit model (hyperbolic tangent profile) using a modified version of the

net vapor generation point criterion suggested in the EPRI work, and the drift flux

void quality relationship. As proposed by EPRI in EPRI-NP-2246-SR, the bubble

departure point is taken to be the point when the micro-convection part of the wall



heat flux is equal to the surface condensation term. RETRAN approximates the micro-

convection part with the boiling heat flux calculated using the Thorn correlation.

EPRI's suggestion in EPRI-NP-2246-SR would have included half the Dittus-Boelter

(with Weisman's correction for rod bundles) coefficient with the Thorn coefficient to

calculate the micro-convection component. The condensation heat transfer coeffi-

cient used by RETRAN is the EPRI modified Hancox-Nicol's coefficient (6). The EPRI

proposal as detailed in EPRI-NP-2246-SR does not compare favorably with the Saha-

Zuber correlations in terms of initial Stanton number for the same Peclet number

range. Attribution to the scatter in the data is possible as it is difficult to

define a point of net vapor generation. Comparisons have been presented against the

FRIGG loop (~BWR conditions) steady state data in the subcooled void range (sub-

cooled boiling void fractions of a few tens of percent) which were discussed in the

section on the dynamic slip option. To reiterate: when used in conjunction with

the dynamic slip model agreement is good (~10%) in the high void range but worse in

the low void range (~ within a factor of two). Insufficient information precludes

further conclusions. It would be prudent to perform sensitivity studies. Transient

data comparisons and comparisons in other geometries are generally unavailable.

In order to avoid artificial discontinuities in the calculation of the void reactiv-

ity there is a need to blend the subcooled void profile into the saturated boiling

region profile computed with the thermal hydraulic equations discussed previously.

The blending algorithm used in RETRAN02/M0D02 will be provided and reviewed as a

modification for the next release version.

Transport Delay

The transport delay model accounts for the front propagation through a volume by

shifting the distribution in discrete jumps in accordance with the flow rates into

the volume. Heat transfer is still computed with volume average conditions and

normalization to the volume average enthalpy is performed after each shift. While

the model was written for multidirectional multifunction volumes, it is recommended

that the model be limited to situations with a dominant flow direction.

Enthalpy Transport

The description of the enthalpy transport model in the manual is currently being

modified to reflect the coding. The details will be provided and reviewed as a

modification for the next release version.



INITIALIZATION

The RETRAN initializer decouples the neutronics, the trips and the control system

from the thermal hydraulics. The core is assumed to have operated for an infinite

time if the decay heat option is requested. The kinetics options cannot simulate an

initial condition with zero fission power.

The initializer will not absolutely eliminate ill-posed data. Specification of at

least one volume enthalpy in a common flow network is prescribed. Given the flow

distribution the mixture momentum equation determines the pressure distribution or

the junction loss coefficients. Closed loops containing pumps must have at a mini-

mum one "free" loss coefficient to be adjusted by the code. In initializing the

bubble rise model, the qualities at the junctions below the mixture level in a

separated volume are assumed to be inversely proportional to height below the first

junction. This implies that there may not be a null transient upon switching out of

the initializer's "steady state" into the transient. Bubble separation velocity has

to be computed to satisfy a steady state bubble mass equation. Switching into the

Wilson bubble rise option during a transient may also cause a numerical drift. For

the thermal part of the initialization, surface areas must be and are adjusted to

achieve the known steady state heat transfer rate. In addition, for open systems a

bias is automatically added to the feedwater enthalpy to balance the teady state

hefit removal. Various component models are also partially code initialized.

The treatment in the initializer is not unique from what other system codes do in

order to match design conditions, but it appears prudent to run a null transient

before switching into a transient. The initializer has a number of possibilities of

inducing a numerical drift. Examination of the heat transfer area adjustment and

the feedwater enthalpy bias is advisable.

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

Numerically the point kinetics equations are solved using the modification of the

fifth order Runge-Kutta method as proposed by Cohen. This is a technique of long

standing and is used in the RELAP4 series. There is a time step selector to obtain

a specified accuracy and steps are recalculated. The algorithm used for the selec-

tor is an empirical combination developed for AIREKII Q £ ) and IREKIN (_15J and also

used in RELAP4 (£). The empiricisms and the hardwired convergence criterion have

therefore been extensively utilized. To solve for the one dimensional space time

diffusion kinetics option the standard quasistatic technique is used. While the

presented derivation of the amplitude and shape equations using the quasistatic

factorization approximation is not wholly orthodox the resulting equations will give



the classical first order perturbation theory formulation for reactivity when the

initial reference system used to calculate the static adjoint flux is a critical

one. There is a residual reactivity term, calculated at initial conditions, which

is subtracted from the time dependent reactivity as the transient proceeds. This

implies an initially critical condition. There is a time step selector but it is

limited and restricted to the flux amplitude where step recalculation is done.

There are no time step selectors for the shape calculation and there is no iteration

between the thermal hydraulics and the amplitude-shape calculations. It is the

user's responsibility to assure convergence of the quasistatic procedure.

For the thermal/hydraulics, the three mixture balance equations are solved "separ-

ately" from the slip velocity equation using the stagged spatial mesh technique

employed by RELAP4. As v.'ith all staggered mesh techniques, extra closure relation-

ships are required and the ones chosen are not atypical. Note that due to lack of

sufficient geometrical definition there mey be problems when junctions have the same

elevation. Further steps in the discretization are to choose to evaluate the fric-

tion and form loss at the junction; to approximate the inertia term flow with the

junction flow; to evaluate the momentum flux change due to area change at the junc-

tion and to set volume average properties to volume center quantities. Countercur-

rent flow could require a different formulation. This set of spatially discretized

mixture balance equations is then solved in time by the well known FLASH-4 (17)

technique developed by Porsching which treats the convected energy explicitly with

one additional option. The option is to solve the nonlinear set of equations iter-

atively with an generalized Newton-Raphson technique. These methods while not

unconditionally stable are not unorthodox.

2. REVIEW OF QUALIFICATION WORK

Qualification work has been presented in the form of three separate categories:

separate effects tests, system effects experiments and real plant analyses. The

separate effects tests and the component scale systems experiments have been re-

viewed and discussed as part of the pertinent sections of the Analytical Models

review. In this section the real plant comparisons and plant scale systems exper-

iments such as LOFT are examined. The evaluation has been divided into two parts:

PWRs and BWRs. Some intercode comparisons, RETRAN01 versus RETRAN02, were also

provided but these can only be used to establish the differences between the two

versions. The limited documentation submitted for the PWR qualification work

restricted the comprehensiveness of the review.



PWR COMPARISONS

To obtain a degree of comprehensiveness for PWRs, the RETRAN02 work will have to be

combined with the RETRANO1 (j?p_) results as the RETRAN02 PWR plant transients compar-

isons are limited. The plant data comparisons available have to be complemented

with the LOFT L6 operational transient series. In order to combine the results from

RETRANO1 and RETRANO2, arguments will have to be made regarding the similarity of

the two versions. The benchmark intercode comparisons submitted included a loss of

flow and a turbine trip comparison of the two code versions. There were however no

cooldown comparisons. Furthermore, the presented qualification work did not clearly

state which RETRANO2 options were selected as the summaries offer limited informa-

tion. The results were not identical.

§ 15.1 Increase in heat removal

As no real plant comparisons were presented for this class of transients the LOFT

L6-3,test was used instead. The model description has the same deficiency mentioned

with regard to the RETRAN01/RETRAN02 comparison work which pervades in general all

the summaries of the various qualification work. No discussion of the analysis is

given; a sequence of events is given but there is no comparison between plant data

and analysis; the only curves plotted are for feedwater flow (which was only impor-

tant in the first 10% of the transient) and the pressurizer pressure.

§ 15.2 Decrease in heat removal

The Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2 (CE plant) turbine trip test is submitted as repre-

sentative of one of the "milder" transients in this category. ANL has examined the

AN02 turbine trip test in depth and has concluded that because of substantial gaps

and uncertainties in the data, the test is not particularly valuable for code veri-

fication. However, both ANL and CE have examined the first 600 seconds of this test

and ANL was able to obtain good agreement with the test data for the first 175

seconds (until the pressurizer level went off scale low) (_18). The RETRAN analysts

did not present any analysis after the first 60 seconds of the transient. For this

portion of the transient, the analysis misses the steam generator secondary side

pressure by 400 psi and the level by nearly 40%. Thus the reviewer is left with

nothing which lends qualification to the code, and unanswered questions regarding

the mismatched data.

§ 15.3 RCS Flow

No real plant pump coastdown comparisons are available and the LOFT test L6-2 has to

be used instead. The Model Description given in §IV.3.1«1 does not adequately



describe the model. In particular, no information is given with which to assess the

adjustment of parameters or of initialization, or of what sensitivities are pre-

sent. Furthermore it is stated (§IV.3.0) that all the computations presented are

posttest analyses made after performing pretest analyses and making alterations.

The bare presentation of posttest analyses under these circumstances is not suffi-

cient to permit assessment of the code capabilities. The only results of analysis

which are given are the pressurizer pressure and level. The presentation of these

two global parameters, without all the underlying analysis and comparisons to the

other measurements made in the plant, does not provide any information which enables

assessment of code validity. Furthermore, it is stated (§IV.3.2) that the inter-

phase heat transfer in the pressurizer was adjusted by the analysts to attempt to

match the proper pressure history as a substitute for modeling heat transfer to the

pressurizer walls.

§15.6 Decreased RCS Inventory

A comparison against the Prairie Island Unit 1 (Westinghouse Plant) steam generator

tube rupture incident of October 1979 was presented. This is the best presentation

of a PWR plant analysis to be found in Volume 4 of the RETRAN02 Manuals; however it

too is still inadequate because it is too superficial. Reference was made to Ref-

erence IV.8-1, which was available. That reference leaves many unanswered questions

regarding the transient. However, the reference document itself does (although the

abstracted portions presented in Volume 4 do not) demonstrate that a conscientious

and imaginative code user can force the RETRAN code to provide results which give

good substantive agreement with a complex plant transient. However, because the

break flow was unknown, the major conclusion which could be drawn was that one had

to adjust the break flow to get reasonable agreement. The limited results presented

show some unexplained RETRAN behavior (such as the two humps in the Loop B cold leg

temperature, Fig. VI.8-6) which require explanation.

BWR COMPARISONS

While the qualification work submitted for BWRs in volume 4 of EPRI-1850-CCM does

not contain real plant, data comparisons for the entire gamut of Chapter 15 opera-

tional transient events the work does include comparisons for pressure increase

transients; reactor coolant inventory decrease and core coolant flow decrease e-

vents. Exercise of models under these transients should be sufficient, with the

possible exception of three dimensional effects, to qualify them for the remaining

events: reactor vessel water temperature decrease and core coolant flow increase.

For the positive reactivity insertion transients justification will have to be

provided for conservatism relative to three dimensional analyses.



Pressure Increase Transients

The specific events considered in this class of transients in the qualification work

are generator load rejection and turoine trip with bypass. While not as severa as

the turbine trip without bypass these events should be representative of the pheno-

mena and range of conditions anticipated for this class of transients. Concentra-

tion on TVA's analysis (]£) of both the Brown's Ferry Unit 3 startup tests and the

Peach Bottom Unit 2 turbine trip tests (April 1977) indicates the following. The

combination of the models used, in particular the one dimensional kinetics, the

subcooled void and the algebraic slip can lead to estimates of the peak power to

within several percent of the data. Where substantial disagreement has occurred it

can be attributed to difference in pressurization rates within the core. Since

steam dome pressures are calculated to within a few percent, the inference is that

the separator model apparently doas not transmit the pressurization well at low

quality/low flowrate conditions. Steam line dynamics appear to be reasonably simu-

lated. However for the Browns Ferry startup tests the change in water level is off

in places by as much as a few tens of percent. This may be due to user specific

modelling of not only the plant control system but also the measuring devices with

the RETRAN control blocks. In general the comparisons show that if appropriately

applied, the RETRAN models can reasonably simulate the parameters of importance in

these pressurization transients if low quality/low flow situations are avoided for

the separator model.

Reactor Coolant Inventory Decrease

The Browns Ferry Unit 3 loss of feedwater transient analyzed \19) as part of the

startup testing should be representative of the milder forms of this class of

events. Only one feedwater turbine is tripped. The effect of user specified

models, in particular the feedwater turbine model, is certainly present and appears

to be quite important. The agreement in trend and in the timing of certain phy-

sically induced phenomena such as due to the propagation of temperature fronts

indicates that the RETRAN models can give physically reasonable results if used

judiciously. For more extreme transients in this class of events the phenomena and

conditions should be bounded by the tests performed for the class of pressure in-

crease transients.

Core Coolant Flow Decrease

Although a recirculation pump seizure would be more demanding the single/multiple

recirculation pump and motor-generator (M-G) set trip transients performed for the

Browns Ferry Unit 3 startup tests (19J should test out both centrifugal and jet pump



behaviGr under symmetric and asymmetric conditions. Furthermore, the establishment
of natural convection would test the RETRAN models in "low" flow situations. For
the two loop trips the recirculation flow is predicted well with the differences
being in the range of measurement uncertainty. This translates into core flows
which are within a few percent with the core power following and "stabilization"
occurs at natural convection conditions. The coupling between the thermal hydrau-
lics and the neutronics is reasonably simulated. However, the feedwater flow and
water level results when compared to data show a distinct difference in trends.
This could once again be attributed to user specific control models. The one loop
motor generator trip comparison is in general as good as the two loop transients
with one exception. This is when the flow in the tripped loop jet pump reverses.
There are significant discrepancies in the magnitude and timing of the jet pump
flow. Off normal quadrants of the jet pump component are not well modelled. With
the exception of reverse flows in a jet pump appropriate application of the RETRAN
models to this class of events should give a reasonable simulation of the expected
phenomena.
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